The Effects of Multilinguality on the Development of Causal Speech Acts in the Geography Classroom
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Abstract: This explorative, qualitative study examines the use and effectiveness of resources of multilinguality, with particular regard to the development of causal links in geography classes. Contentual and linguistic strategies of multilingual pupils in creating causal links were collected and evaluated systemically. This was done by means of a qualitative content analysis of oral, cooperative lesson sequences. A model on how to deal with multilingual, systemic learning settings is presented as a resulting hypothesis.
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1. Introduction

Approximately 30% of students in Germany possess a migrant background and non-German family language (e.g., Turkish or Russian) [1] (p. 93). The effect is a heterogeneity in experiences, intercultural backgrounds and spoken languages in families and schools—with all the potential connected hereto [2–4]. This lingual and cultural heterogeneity is currently being considered in subject teaching in no more than a negligible manner. Multilingual learning opportunities offer both cross-curricular, everyday life-integrating [5] and subject-specific language support [6]. Furthermore, the research field of multilinguality is of high importance for around 140 German schools abroad, with their approximately 84,000 students, as well as around 1100 DSD schools (schools offering the German Language Diploma) with around 368,000 students [7] (pp. 1–6). Especially since the teaching of geographical content in the context of teaching German as a foreign language (DaF) or in subject-related learning at German schools abroad takes place in multilingual realities, it is highly interesting to find out what effects multilingual learning settings have in these learning situations. In Germany as well, language promotion in geography classes has become a relevant research field in recent years [8–11]. Most publications attend to language-sensitive teaching [12–14]. There is, however, still a lack of research into the potential of multilinguality for teaching geography [15].

Resources of multilinguality have so far been ignored when organizing, planning and conducting geography lessons [16]. Therefore, this article examines the effects and potential of the presence of more than two languages on functional learning in geography classes. The reference framework for this study is teaching causal links, based on geographical content and technical language within the German school system abroad. The ability to make causal links, which is particularly important in geography lessons, is one of our “most central cognitive competences” [17] (p. 1) that enables pupils to understand the complex system of causality (e.g., the phenomena of climate change) in our world. According to the authors, the assumption is obvious that multilingual learning settings support students in fulfilling the various contentual and linguistic challenges occurring when creating causal links.

Due to the increased language awareness [18,19] and other cognitive transfer strategies [20] of multilingual learners, however, it could offer enormous potential for teaching systemic thought...
processes \cite{21,22} in geography lessons \cite{23} (p. 4), especially with regard to the development and verbalization of causal links. At the core of the analysis are linguistic strategies of students ($n = 10$) for developing contentual causal connections for the exemplified topic of tourism. The qualitative, explorative study was carried out in May 2019 in Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan).

The central research questions are:

1. What is the influence of the particular strategies and resources of multilingual students on the contentual understanding of a topic in the classroom?
2. What effect do multilingual strategies in cooperative learning methods have on the creation of causal speech acts?

Following a brief presentation of the current state of research on language-sensitive geography teaching, the concept of multilinguality is introduced. Then, linguistic and cognitive resources of multilingual students are identified based on existing research results. Proceeding from this theoretical basis, the empirical results are presented and discussed. Finally, ideas for multilingual geography teaching are developed.

2. Complex Language Brings about Complex Thinking?

The starting point for this study is the assumption that establishing multilingual geography classes may be a constructive contribution to subject-specific language promotion, in particular for promoting geography-related, causal speech acts. Thus, the significance of language and language awareness for learning geography will be depicted in the following.

2.1. Significance of Language and Language Awareness for the Subject of Geography

Language is the medium, object and target of learning at school \cite{24} (p. 32). Language has several central functions in learning. As a medium, language enables communication and interaction (communicative function). Furthermore, language is the basis for learning content and thus for the development of skills and desired competences (cognitive function). Language is also an object or a tool of learning (epistemic function), both to tap into subject-related knowledge resources and to master subject-related language production \cite{13} (pp. 10–15), \cite{25} (pp. 10–11). In addition, language is a medium for assessing students’ performance \cite{26} (p. 13). Due to this central importance of language, the topic of subject-related language promotion or language-sensitive specialist teaching has received increased attention in recent years, including in geography lessons. Budke & Weiss \cite{27} (p. 127) define language-sensitive geography teaching as teaching “which considers the subject-specific linguistic requirements for understanding and answering geographic questions in the classroom, based on students’ preconditions.” (translated).

The necessary subject-related language competences are termed subject-related language register \cite{9} (p. 224). Language promotion is supposed to happen at the level of words (e.g., technical terms as elements of the system), at the level of sentences (e.g., expressing a causal link using conditional clauses) and at the textual level (e.g., when reading technical texts). According to Budke & Kuckuck \cite{28} (p. 22), this kind of language promotion in geography classes leads to the following academic language competences (CALP, \cite{29}): a. informational competence, b. knowledge and application of technical terms/language, c. competence to perform communicative actions, e.g., developing an argument or presenting content, d. discourse competence, and e. metacognitive skills which lead to developing a specific language awareness. Strategies to support language activities may, for example, be scaffolds \cite{30} (p. 35) that, e.g., reduce language barriers when developing causal links \cite{31} (pp. 31–33). The aim of subject-related language promotion is the reduction of language barriers for acquiring knowledge and the creation of subject-related language awareness.

So far, aspects of multilingual didactics have predominantly been researched in foreign language classes \cite{3,32,33} or bilingual subject classes \cite{10}. The studies by Weissenburg \cite{34,35} form an exception, where multilinguality in geography was explicitly examined. The intra- and intersubjective potential
of spatial learning in the context of multilingual, sensitive geography teaching were worked out exemplarily by the author. In their empirical study, Repplinger & Budke [16] examined experiences and language use by multilingual students in both classroom and non-classroom contexts. They did not only work out the positive anticipations of monolingual German-speaking students but also those of the multilingual ones regarding multilingual lessons—potentially resulting in increased motivation, raised interest and more active participation. Furthermore, students have a very favorable attitude towards using authentic materials and towards an expected mutual intercultural gain. Budke & Maier [15] have been able to show that the majority of surveyed students with multilingual backgrounds had been unable to apply their proper language skills in their school days.

2.2. Metacognition and Language Awareness

Language awareness and metacognition exert great effects on both the learning process and learning success [36] (pp. 95–99). Language awareness is defined “as explicit knowledge about language and as a conscious perception and sensitivity during language acquisition, lessons and use” (ALA, 2012, quoted after [37] (p. 7)). For the formation of language awareness, an awareness has to be raised for declarative (i.e., contentual) and procedural (i.e., strategic) knowledge [38] (p. 255). By means of metacognition, students make their own learning processes (and language) an object of their thinking. Thus, they learn to monitor and control them [39] (p. 218). Metacognitive principles and phases in the classroom perform a central role in the development of language awareness and thus technical linguistic skills [40] (p. 14).

Language awareness is therefore of central importance for language promotion in geography lessons [10] (p. 77), [12] (pp. 83–97). Improved language skills allow and enhance content-oriented learning processes [41] (p. 11). More sophisticated language skills furthermore permit more complex thought processes and lead to more complex language production [13] (p. 15). Language awareness is also a crucial element when it comes to detecting language deficits and defining development goals. It is important for learning and applying strategies to overcome shortcomings [40] (p. 19).

Hauska [40] and Jessner [18,42] have been able to give evidence that multilinguality exerts a positive influence on the development of language awareness and metacognitive strategies. This positive finding is particularly relevant for the presented study. It can be assumed that by deliberately choosing and comparing languages, by using multilingual material or by carrying out multilingual teaching sequences, the resources of multilingual learners are activated. Multilingual geography teaching could thus have a reinforcing effect on the development of language awareness [18] (pp. 24–25). Multilinguality, language awareness and metacognitive skills are mutually strongly interconnected, positively affecting the development of causal language competences.

3. Complex Systems and Their Causality

Human–environment systems and their causal interrelations are fundamental issues in geography lessons. Insight into the contentual and linguistic peculiarities of these systems is a precondition for the targeted development of (multilingual) promotion strategies in the context of causal links. This happens to initiate higher degrees of geographical systemic competences (modeled after Mehren et al. [22] (p. 6)).

3.1. Complex Systems and Causality as Learning Objectives in the Geography Classroom

A central topic in geography lessons is complex systems [43] (p. 10). This comprises, for example, the totality of relations and phenomena connected with traveling in the context of an integrated tourism model [44] (p. 3, p. 51). According to Müller [45] (pp. 37–39), a complex system is constituted by elements (e.g., players, like tourists or travel agencies), the degree of connectedness (e.g., system organization, intensity of touristic exploitation) and the space–time dynamics (e.g., temporal and spatial development of organizational processes, tourist figures, touristic offers). The starting point for analyzing a system can be a complex, geographical problem,
e.g., the observation that a human–environment system is fragile, not sustainable or dysfunctional. One example is the destruction of the ecosystem by the overexploitation of resources through tourism. The target might be to analyze the causes of destruction and overexploitation and to examine the connections between touristic potential and touristic exploitation in order to understand the consequences. This analysis puts students in a position to define an operational goal (e.g., environmental protection) and develop solution strategies (e.g., sustainable forms of tourism) to alter the system according to these targets. Frequently, an important object for analysis in complex systems is causalities, or more specifically, causal links.

Causality is a functional relation between a cause and an effect. This relation bears three aspects: (a) its effectiveness, i.e., the potential to evoke a certain effect or the very causing (e.g., spatial changes through tourists, as a result of effects), (b) the effecting (e.g., players, geological factors) and (c) the interdependencies of cause and effect (e.g., motifs and interests of players). An effect cannot be placed before its cause in time [46] (p. 290). Luhmann [47] sees causality positioned within a system which only appears in dynamic (disbalanced) systems. Moreover, causality is always self-referential, i.e., it exclusively refers to relations between elements in the same system. The attribution of cause and effect happens, however, from outside by an observer [47,48] (p. 91). A causal scheme is valid only for one system (“limitational”). In geography lessons, causal thinking is an operation which often means concluding backwards from observable effects (e.g., decline of species, pollution) to their causes (e.g., lifestyles, touristic trends, consumer behavior). Subsequently, the relation (e.g., more tourists, increased resource consumption) is reconstructed logically. These operational components are then expressed/converted in written or oral language [49] (p. 98).

3.2. Linguistic Features of Causal Speech Acts in the Geography Classroom

The verbalization of causal thinking requires a specific content-related language register. This is in each case bound to the specific situation of its use, which is predefined by the geographic content and its inherent structure [9] (p. 242). Thereby, three distinct levels determine a causal connection from a linguistic (and thus also geographic) point of view: real-world (geographic) relations, speaker’s assumptions and attitudes (subjective, mental spatial concepts) and the speech act situation (didactic space in the geography classroom; after Sweetser, [50]). A causal speech act in the geography classroom is commonly understood as a sentence made of technical terms, indicative verbs, main/subordinate clause constructions as well as conjunctions/adverbs/prepositions. These elements will be briefly presented in the following (Figure 1; [51] (pp. 20–22).

![Figure 1. Characteristics of causal speech acts.](image-url)
Content-related geographical technical terms (e.g., “destination”) or phrases consisting of nouns and adjectives (e.g., “touristic potential”) mark the system elements and their spatial localization. Verb constructions (e.g., “reduce”, “require”) or adverbial phrases (e.g., “due to the high consumption . . . ”) express the time, direction and intensity of the causal interdependence, thus characterizing the relations between the elements [52] (pp. 256–259), [53] (p. 108). Using adverbial clauses consisting of a main/subordinate clause construction allows the marking of cause and effect on the sentence level. Different sentence types feature specific (causal) attributes. Causal sentences allow a reason (“Why?”) to be connected with a consequence. Conditional sentences connect a cause with a condition (“Under which condition?”). Consecutive sentences connect a cause with a consequence [54] (p. 328). Less common are, for example, concessive sentences. The example given (Figure 1) is a causal sentence. The subordinate clause (therefore, she can experience an unforgettable adventure) has the function to define a consequence for the reason (Kyrgyzstan possesses many high mountains) in the main clause (carrier sentence) [55] (p. 378). Main and subordinate clause are introduced with a (causal) conjunction, subjunction or adverbs, e.g., “as” and “because”, “since”, “that’s why” (in the example Figure 1 with the adverb “because of this”). They express the dependence between cause and effect. They work as causal markers on a lexical level [52] (pp. 258–262). A successful causal speech act in a geographic sense is contentually and linguistically coherent. Linguistic coherence occurs where spatial, temporal and causal encoding allow a linguistic attribution of cause and effect [49] (p. 280). Contentual coherence means that this very linguistic attribution of a cause to an effect corresponds to the current state of geographical or scholarly knowledge.

4. Multilinguality—A Resource for Developing Causal Links?

Multilinguality or multilingualism is omnipresent, be it on Instagram or in popular music. The various forms of using more than one language permeate directly or indirectly every facet of human life, from multilingual social arrangements up to multilingual individuals [56] (p. 4).

4.1. Multilinguality—Characterization of An Everyday Phenomenon

In contrast to the term multilingualism, which is more commonly used in the current literature and focuses more on the acquisition process and the result of this process, the term multilinguality is used in this study. Multilinguality refers more to the individual, inner constructs of the speakers, their emotions, attitudes, preferences and mindsets [57] (pp. 15–24). In fact, there exists no unitary concept of multilinguality or multilingualism.

A rough differentiation is made between internal and external multilinguality [58] (pp. 345–346). Internal multilinguality, which this article focuses on, refers to individuals who use more than one language separately or in a mixing manner, at diverging degrees of competence [59] (p. 3). Several languages are connected interactively as an “internal multilinguality” in their cognitive system (“plurilingualism”, [60] (p. 214)). This implies, however, that individuals create many of their own variations of one or several languages [2] (p. 8). Lüdi and Nelde [61] (p. VIII) define multilinguality as “a repertoire which allows to satisfy everyday communication needs, both oral and written, in different situations and interchangingly in several languages.” Herdina und Jessner [62] explain the acquisition and the use of different languages in their “dynamic model of multilinguality (DMM)” in the following way: languages are understood as complex, interacting and adaptive systems, that interfere mutually and are additionally influenced by external factors [63] (p. 212). A multilingual individual disposes of the linguistic knowledge and the contextual/social experience to decide as to how and when a domain-specific language is appropriate in a given social situation [64] (p. 17). Beyond this, there are differences between types of multilinguality in relation to the age at the beginning of and its intensity in the course of the acquisition process.

Whether the acquisition process happens naturally or controlled, combined or coordinated, simultaneously or successively, also influences the development of internal multilinguality [65] (p. 19). Differences in the acquisition processes are causes for asymmetric competence levels.
Müller et al. [66] explain these differences with a domain-specific development, based on the frequency of use, the appropriateness and the practicability. Therefore, multilingual speakers are able to communicate better or worse in different languages, depending on the situation, content and target group. Multilinguality is presented as a social situation in which, apart from the standard or national language, several languages are spoken [59] (p. 3). This can be designated as external multilinguality. Hu [60] (p. 214) describes external multilinguality as “additive coexistence of several languages in a society”; according to Gogolin [67] (p. 342), it is a “coexistence of one or several main communication languages”. This includes aspects of social and institutional multilinguality (e.g., several languages in governmental institutions, like schools; Garibova [68] (pp. 30–32)). Origin-related heterogeneity, spatially related language varieties and dialects generally determine the multilinguality of a society. A special variant of external multilinguality is diglossia.

4.2. Multilinguality—A Resource for the Development of Causal Links in the Geography Classroom?

Cook [69] brings up a multi-competence of multilingual learners that is expressed in a (a) lingual, (b) cognitive, (c) intercultural and (d) communicative dimension. Based on earlier studies, the following types of potential (cf. Figure 2) of this multi-competence can be identified for the acquisition of a technical language (here, causal speech acts):

(a) Jessner [42] (pp. 35–37) [18,70] explains the augmented speech act competence of multilingual learners by a raised metalinguistic and interlinguistic awareness. Other authors justify the linguistic competences of multilingual individuals through the concept of “translanguaging” [71,72] (p. 5). Translanguaging is the dynamic and functionally integrated use of different languages and language varieties. Predominantly, it is, however, a process of knowledge construction that goes beyond language(s) [20] (p. 15) (Figure 2: linguistic dimension). Both approaches refer to a linguistic and cognitive metasystem which, via permanent monitoring processes, enables multilingual individuals to communicate more flexibly, more creatively and more compatibly to the situation [73] (p. 89). These metasystems and monitoring processes are manifested through code-mixing and code-switching strategies. Code-mixing means lexical, syntactical merging of different languages. Code-switching, on the other hand, means the changing of languages while maintaining their lexical and syntactical structures [74] (pp. 63–64), [75] (pp. 1–3). The linguistic metasystem leads, among the majority of multilingual individuals, to a higher syntactical and semantic understanding, as well as an extended lexical knowledge [63], depending on what language(s) are activated and used (language mode; [76] (p. 9), [77] (pp. 610–613)). This allows multilinguals to deal with language in a more complex way, i.e., finding matching technical terms or verb or sentence constructions more easily or identifying mistakes (“language management”). Moreover, in language acquisition, they are more capable of developing mental concepts of technical terms or of conserving or expanding language skills (“language care”; “Sprachpflege”; [18] (pp. 24–25), cf. Figure 2: linguistic dimension). Content, meaning and language can possibly be constructed more coherently through more conscious monitoring and control of language production and language repertoire [39] ((p. 214); cf. Figure 2: contentual and linguistic coherence). A side effect of multilingual lesson sequences is the reduction of language monitoring processes, for a lesser need of internal and external language monitoring enables a freer use of languages. Thus, learners may invest learning-related activities into problem-solving and doing the very tasks [74] (pp. 74–75). This does not only raise the probability of learning the technical language successfully but also that of solving language-based, complex, problem-oriented tasks [78].

(b) Because of their process-oriented, changing use of different language systems and structures and the connected use of different multiple meaning systems, as well as their subjective attitudes, multilingual individuals possess a transformative capacity (Figure 2: cognitive dimension) that not only affects the present language systems but also cognition processes [20] (p. 27) (cf. Figure 2: cognitive monitoring). Lewis et. al. [71] maintain that through this transformative
capacity, cognitive processing skills, particularly when listening and reading, are promoted. Additionally, the multilingual language concept enhances the assimilation and accommodation of information in the mental lexicon [79] (p. 217). Language and content would then not only stimulate a linguistic translation but also a search for parallel linguistic expressions in the second (L2) and third language (L3). This switching between and within language(s) augments the transfer of meaning and the understanding of lexical and syntactic structures. This “language networking” increases the depth of cognitive processing and thereby the cross-linking in the mental lexicon, having a distinctively positive effect on learning [80] (p. 173) (cf. Figure 2: information processing in the mental lexicon). What follows further is an improved capacity to (re-)organize knowledge bases (i.a. [81], Figure 2). Language awareness facilitates the selection of information from memory, which is required for communication in oral and written form [82] (pp. 65–66). Furthermore, it is often mentioned that multilingual learners show increased creativity when dealing with problem-solving processes [63] (p. 212) (cf. Figure 2: e.g., creativity in problem-solving processes). Jessner [18] suggests that multilingual individuals, compared with monolingual ones, demonstrate stronger analytical skills. Bialystok [19] finally found that increased language awareness leads to a more intense and more complex activation of mental representations of what had already been learned, yet coded in a different language, be it previous experiences or declarative knowledge (cf. also [83]). The intensified activation of present knowledge increases the probability of understanding tasks (cf. Figure 2: task understanding) and solving complex problems, to verbalize them and incorporate/transfer them into everyday contexts [19] (p. 204), [84] (pp. 20–24).

(c) Language is also an expression of identity. Multilingual lesson sequences foster a positive appreciation of the learners’ background and language. Multilinguality in the classroom thus promotes identity formation and personal development [85] (p. 25, p. 36), resulting in positive self-esteem (cf. Figure 2). Additionally, origin-related experiences, views and influence factors become an object of learning processes [3] (pp. 54–55) (Figure 2). This as a whole strengthens emotions related to learning, affecting the volitional and metacognitive control of learning behavior. Thereon depend i.a. learning motivation, the application of cognitive resources, as well as strategies of information intake and memorization [86] (pp. 153–180) (cf. Figure 2: motivation). Taking linguistic plurality into account in itself positively affects functional and intercultural learning [87] (p. 125). What is more, linguistically and culturally typical conceptualizations and ways of thinking are available for elaborating functional content and thus for functional learning [83] (cf. Figure 2: ways of thinking and causality concepts).

(d) A raised language awareness finally affects social competences in a favorable way. Bredthauer [32] highlights the social dimension of multilingual lesson sequences. They increase motivation to learn languages and to participate in classroom activities. This again strengthens social and thus communicative activities of learners (cf. Figure 2: activity in the classroom; communication/interaction). Furthermore, language awareness leads to increased communicative sensitivity and metapragmatic skills [88] (p. 17). Auer [89] explains elevated discourse and interaction capabilities by language-integrating code-mixing and code-switching strategies.

Both have been described as bringing about an improved speech act capability [3] (p. 18). Therefore, multilingual individuals possess a higher “pragmatic sensitivity” [62] (p. 106) (cf. also Figure 2) and may better adapt to the language needs of their counterparts. Considering student-related multilinguality for lesson planning would finally be just another dimension of a student-oriented, internally differentiated, individual, inclusive and resource-centered learning setting [32] (pp. 280–281). Furthermore, no studies exist so far on the actual effects of multilinguality in the context of the subject geography. It is primarily for this reason that the present study analyzes the use of multilingual learning settings and the important accompanying aspects that need to be considered.
5. Research Design

To investigate the research questions, a qualitative intervention study was conducted, with an explorative survey approach and inductive category formation [90] (pp. 222–223). The central analytical approach is qualitative content analysis according to Mayring [91,92]. The study was conducted in a quasi-experimental design; the date of the survey was in May 2019 [93] (p. 115).

5.1. Target Group, Developmental Situation and Socio-Cultural Background

The sample group (n = 10) consisted of multilingual students in the 11th grade (9 female/1 male) at a governmental school in Bishkek/Kyrgyzstan (cf. Figure 3). One author of the present study worked as a teacher for the 16- to 17-year olds within the German foreign school service (Zentralstelle für das Auslandsschulwesen, ZfA) for the subjects German as a foreign language and German regional studies. The goal was to prepare students for the German language diploma, level II (C1).

Figure 3. Survey design.
Besides the promotion of all basic language skills (reading, speaking, listening, writing), teaching thinking tools and strategies for successfully passing the written communication exam (discussion; “problem-focused argument”) was central. Potential exam topics were explicitly geographical issues, namely “migration” and “environment”. The study was conducted during four lessons. The group of students was picked because of their trilinguality. This yields a transfer potential to German schools abroad as well as German domestic schools, where, by now, there are also many multilingual children. The students’ mother tongue is Kyrgyz. Additionally, Russian is spoken at a native speaker level. Language skills in German are predominantly on the level B2-C1 [60]. The individual language proficiency in the third language (German) was measured based on the German language diploma, level II (Deutsches Sprachdiplom/DSD II). Students mostly belong to a better educated, urban, Kyrgyz social milieu. Learning German is generally highly favored in Kyrgyzstan, and the Sotylganow-Gymnasium in Bishkek enjoys a particularly good reputation in this respect.

5.2. Background of Material Development

Materials, tasks and tests of the present study were piloted in a 10th grade sample, tested and slightly modified [94]. Departing from a complex, problem-oriented question (“Why ought Ms. Angelika H. visit Kyrgyzstan?”), students were asked to elaborate cause–effect relations on the topic “The touristic potential of Kyrgyzstan”. The given information was based on three different topical pieces of material consisting of continuous texts in the German language (a. natural environment’s potential, b. touristic infrastructure, c. cultural space’s potential). To avoid contentual overload [95], each of the materials contained no more than 6 core pieces of information on each topical aspect. By means of this information, 10–15 factually plausible causal connections could be established. To minimize further language barriers and contentual overload, students were given scaffolding offers on 4 levels: at the sentence level, technical terms and unknown words were explained. At the sentence level, an explanation on the use of conjunctions in causal sentence structures (e.g., “if-then-connections”) was provided. A graphic presentation of causality was used to visualize the connection between word and sentence level. An argumentation sun (“Argumentationssonne”, [96]) was offered to aid with syntactical structuring of causal speech acts. Speech acts of multilingual and monolingual groups were compared in order to examine the influence of multilingual strategies and resources and their effects. The composition of the three groups took place according to a “matched sample” [90,93]. In order to increase the internal validity of the study [90] (p. 184, p. 203), two multilingual groups, that were allowed to use all potentially available languages, were established (cf. Table 1). On the one hand, relatively homogenous groups were to be formed, regarding capabilities and language skills. On the other hand, the effect of capability and language skills was to be reduced, being confounding variables that may distort results [97] (p. 5). Matching pairs were formed with regard to their German language skills (DSD II results), as well as their marks in mathematics, biology, Kyrgyz literature and Russian. In order to research metalinguistic and problem-solving strategies for establishing causal links, group discussions were recorded with mobile phones. Additionally, written results of the introduction, of the audio recordings, an observation protocol of the experimental situation and individually written guidebook entries (post-test) by students were included (Figure 3) for a methodological triangulation [98] (p. 267), [99] (p. 110). The guidebook entries were created in a lesson later on, with the target of checking the contentual quality of causal links. Thereof, the authors were hoping to conclude on the general learning effectiveness of the lessons. Moreover, individual data (guidebook accounts) were used to monitor the students’ metalinguistic competences (cf. Table 2). Causal links that were established in the scope of cooperative learning and formed contentual and linguistic duplicates were erased or accounted for only with single value (cf. Table 2).
5.3. Category Formation and Analysis Methods

The material was analyzed by means of the approach of qualitatively oriented category-based text analysis (“qualitativ orientierte kategorienbasierte Textanalyse”, e.g., [91,92]). The basis of the analysis was the transcribed discussion records (Figure 4) of the cooperative task-solving situation.

Based on the transcripts (evaluation unit; [91] (p. 88)), inductive analytical categories were formed (Figure 4). Individual categories designate specific resources and strategies of multilingual students (e.g., T 2, Figure 4), which were applied when dealing with a geographical problem issue and used for developing causal links (category definition; “Kategoriendefinition”; [91] (p. 88). For category formation (selection criteria; “Selektionskriterium”), various forms of translinguaging, like language variations, language-switching or language innovation (e.g., “code-mixing), were examined at word and sentence level ([91] (p. 70); Figure 4). As a coding unit (“Kodiereinheit”; [91] (p. 88), a meaningful speech act (“Sprachhandlung”; [100] (p. 140), Figure 4.) was determined. A speech act was, according to the speech act theory by Searle [101], understood as the communicative unity of locutionary act, propositional act, illocutionary act and perlocutionary act (cf. Figure 4). Individual speech acts in the transcript were then identified and categorized, based on identifiable contentual or linguistic (communicative) relations which were required by the students’ situative, task-related, multilingual solution strategy (Figure 4, categories I 1 and T 2).

In two subsequent reduction phases, the categories were overworked and intra-coder tests conducted. After the final material stage, an inter-coder test was conducted for interpersonal reliability testing [92] (p. 550). Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the transcripts followed.

For a quantitative, descriptive analysis of the results, the causal links of the argumentation sun (Figure 5, transcript of two causal links) and the guidebook entries (Figure 6) were checked as to the correct contextual and linguistic construction of the effect relationship. They were analyzed and evaluated regarding the linguistically and contentually coherent use of technical terms (e.g., “nature"), indicative verbs/adverbs (e.g., “leads to”), conjunctions (e.g., “because”) and a main clause–subordinate clause construction (analysis of causal links, cf. [31]).

Beyond this, the individually written guidebook entries were evaluated regarding the used spatial information and causal speech acts. The variety of materials used was expected to generate high internal and external validity, reliability and objectivity of the qualitative content analysis, and is moreover to make sure that artefacts do not lead to false conclusions [90] (p. 184).
5.4. Results

In the following, the linguistic actions with regard to the individual products are explained descriptively. Subsequently, the results of the content analysis are presented.

5.4.1. Descriptive Depiction of Communicative Actions

The multilingual group produced 186 speech acts with a total of 843 words (Table 1) during the oral, cooperative work phase (Table 1). The monolingual group, which was only permitted to communicate in German, as it is the case in common language lessons, however, had only 98 speech acts consisting of a total of 515 words (Table 1). There is a first hint that, concerning interaction and communication, multilingual learning settings are more fruitful than monolingual ones. One remarkable feature is the great number of pauses among the multilingual group. This may be a sign that they require higher cognitive processing efforts, compared with the monolingual group (Table 2). The language used by the multilingual group during the cooperative tasks was mainly Kyrgyz, followed by German (25%) and Russian (9%, Table 1).

Table 1. Oral language actions of the multilingual groups in the group work phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Groups</th>
<th>Multilingual I a</th>
<th>Multilingual II b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language actions</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total word size</td>
<td>843 (100)</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyz</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation particle</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium to long pauses (0.5-1 sec.)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a n = 4. b n = 3. 1 In order to increase the internal validity of the study, two multilingual experimental groups were formed. 2 Particles, which are used in conversation to bridge breaks but have no actual meaning in terms of content.

What sticks out about how the groups managed the content is that the multilingual ones showed a greater number of contentual aspects (Table 2), causal links (Table 2) and a higher range of expressions in their written speech acts (Table 2). Apparently, the multilingual method has a positive effect on the
creation and communication of formal links. The monolingual group produced various repetitions, providing the same contentual aspects that were hence not noted as separate speech acts.

Table 2. Written language actions in the group work phase (argumentation sun).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the Language Acts</th>
<th>Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multilingual I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causal links</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct in content and language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causal links</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monocausal</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multicausal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word count of the language acts</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content-wise aspects</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 N = 28. 2 \( n = 4 \). 3 \( n = 3 \). 4 In the brackets, there are written language acts, which in different wording deal with the same aspects of content and were considered as duplicates.

The share of languages used by the multilingual group I in the course of the oral work stage (cf. Figure 7) is dominated by Kyrgyz with 34%, followed by German with 23%. The most prominent language-switching within a single communicative act happened between Kyrgyz and German (15%). This can likely be explained by the given task, since the product of the communicative action (individual guidebook entries) had to be written in German at the end of the lesson. What is interesting is the scarce use of all three languages within the scope of a single communicative action (at just 5%), the little exclusive use of the Russian language (7%) and the rare switching between Russian and German (1%, cf. Figure 7). All three aspects provide evidence on the immanent correlation between the uses of available language systems, affected by the monolingual materials and the speech act product in the target language.

Figure 7. Share of languages in the communicative activities of multilingual groups during the teaching intervention.

What stuck out in the post tests was the low number of causal links \( (n = 14) \) in a total of 109 written speech acts concerning the individual guidebook entries (cf. Table 3). Although the use of several languages had positively affected the establishment of causal links, students were only partly able to reproduce these in their written work. This gives a clue that written communication in the foreign language poses a particularly great challenge, probably needing targeted didactic support. Multilingual
groups did not continuously produce a higher range of vocabulary in the post-test (Table 3); they used, however, on average, more contentual aspects (Table 3), being a clue for the greater factual quality of the texts produced. It should be highlighted that the causal links produced by the three groups show a significant degree of contentual and linguistic coherence and thus a higher degree of correctness (Table 3).

![Table 3](image)

| Characteristics of the Language Acts | Groups | | |
|--------------------------------------|--------|--|--|--|
|                                      | Multilingual I | Multilingual II | Monolingual | |
|                                      | N | M | N | M | N | M | |
| causal links                         | 3 | 0.75 | 6 | 2 | 5 | 1.66 |
| causal links that are correct in terms of content and language | 3 | 0.75 | 6 | 2 | 5 | 1.66 |
| monocausal                           | 2 | - | 3 | - | 5 | - |
| multicausal                          | 1 | - | 3 | - | 0 | - |
| word count of the language acts      | 544 | 136 | 489 | 163 | 410 | 136 |
| content-wise aspects                 | 45 | 11.75 | 35 | 11.66 | 27 | 9.66 |

Note: 
\[ N = 109, \quad a \ n = 4, \quad b \ n = 3, \quad c \ n = 3. \]

5.4.2. Qualitative Results of the Content Analysis on the Post-Tests

The inductive category formation [91] (ch. 5.3.), based on the transcript of the multilingual group, yielded four central categories. Each of them characterizes different forms of translanguaging or the use of resources of multilinguality (cf. Figure 8). Intercultural awareness (I, Figure 8, blue) depicts the language choice of multilingual students according to their counterparts’ language abilities (cf. also Figure 4). Monolingual use of heritage language and target language (E, Figure 8, green) depicts communicative actions that took place either only in the mother tongue Kyrgyz or the target language, German. Speech acts that occurred in Russian only were not recorded as a separate category and summed up in E 2 (Figure 8).

Forms of translanguaging in the field of multiorality (T 1-7, Figure 8, pink) are marked by language-mixing (T 1, T 2, T 6; Figure 8) at the sentence level without altering individual words and with no language shifting between finished secluded communicative actions. Additionally, there are communicative actions where code-switching at the sentence level and code-mixing strategies at the word level, normally by altering geographical or grammatical technical terms, appear simultaneously (T 3, T 4, T 7, Figure 8). Reference to the material in connection with forms of translanguaging was given the category TM (Figure 8, violet). For discussing complex issues, work organization and in the case of contentual or linguistic communication difficulties (Figure 8, T1), the multilingual group used Kyrgyz (L 1) and Russian (L 2). Thereby, technical terms at the word level were often taken from the target language, German (L 3), and incorporated syntactically or semantically (code-switching). This happened, however, supposedly only in those cases where the contentual/semantic representation of the word in language L3 was known to everyone in the classroom. The use of those specific terms in L 3 helped then as a lexical means to reduce language challenges (Figure 8, T 4-T 6). Technical terms were furthermore assimilated through code-mixing strategies, like, e.g., adding a prefix or suffix.

Contentual language production for achieving particular results took place in the target language, German, when technical terms and important phrases in the target language, German (L 3), played a major role. Here, Kyrgyz (L 1) or Russian (L 2) had a coordinating, organizing function and were used when words were missing in German (L 3). In these situations, semantically matching “spare words” from L 1 and L 2 were used, which closed the lexical gaps in the target language (Figure 8, T 2). The students communicated in their target language, as soon as lingual and contentual problems as well as unclarities had been cleared up. Another prerequisite was a sufficient (technical) language
register to execute the discursive speech acts (Figure 8, E1). Basically, language-switching happened for functional reasons, i.e., effectivity and efficiency of the communicative act with regard to the communication objective. Depending on availability and functional fitting, an optimal balance between the communicative intention and available language means (mental lexicon) of the active language system was strived for. Changing the language was either prompted by a trigger word (e.g., technical terms) or by an external stimulus (e.g., the task, multilingual material, students’ work, teacher’s stimulus; tab 8, E2). Supposedly, also, changing the language increased the matching of the communicative intention and available linguistic means. If none of the situations mentioned above occurs, normally, no language change takes place. Contentual reference to the given material (e.g., texts or scaffold) which was written in L3 presumably triggered two strategies. Where the words in L3 were known and the language structure of the material was useful for solving the task, both contentually and linguistically, no language change took place (Figure 8, TM1). If, however, reference to the material (in L3) happened with regard to the desired communication product and students faced linguistic or contentual difficulties, the language was changed. Additionally, the linguistic systems of L1 and L2 were applied as a support for decoding and constructing the target language (Figure 8, TM2).

**Figure 8.** Resources and strategies of multilingual pupils in cooperative, oral learning settings within the exploratory study (inductive category building according to Mayring, 2015, own presentation).
6. Discussion

In the course of the study, students showed very positive reactions to the given opportunity to use their multilingual resources for task-solving. High motivation and readiness to work were the consequence and confirmed the findings of Repplinger & Budke [16]. Based on the results (ch. 5.4), it can be concluded that the free choice of language by itself promotes a functional activation of multilinguals’ resources (ch. 4.2.). This leads to a more complex contentual understanding of geographical topics (Table 3). Multilingual lesson sequences promote declarative and procedural cognition processes that affect learning and stimulate functional learning (i.a. [20,102]). This underlines the importance and potential of multilingual learning settings in the German domestic and foreign school system. Multilingual learning settings open an additional opportunity for interdisciplinary and subject-related language and learning promotion. The outcomes of this study suggest that the lingual heterogeneity of students, often perceived as a shortcoming or source of disturbance, might rather be a major potential. This is particularly effective when teaching central cognitive competences, like problem-solving or thinking in systems [43] (pp. 8–11), within the frame of the geography classroom (e.g., causal links referring to climate change). High motivation and the absence of language barriers through the free choice of language and without compulsory communication in the target language raise the scope of communicative actions. This elevates interactions in the classroom as well as learning-related activation level and thus the intensity of the communicative problem-solving process (Table 3, i.a. [103]). Multilingual individuals are able to reduce linguistic complexity in a problem-solving process in a more targeted way by using different languages (code-switching) and connecting language varieties (code-mixing) and by activating their extended mental lexicon in cooperative learning methods. They are also better at constructing contentual aspects and their significance (Table 3). This can be compared with the results of Roche [82] and Bär [102], who stated better learning outcomes due to the transfer effects resulting from an increased language awareness of multilingual learners. Communicative actions are made in relation to the language skills of the addressee, probably brought about by a pragmatic sensitivity [62] (p. 106); ch. 4.2.)—insofar as students are aware of the preferred language of their counterpart and understanding is facilitated as a consequence (Figure 8, I 1-2).

Fundamentally, the supposition is at hand that using all languages (L 1-L3, Figure 7) helps in that understanding processes and contentual negotiation processes could be done in a more targeted and efficient way [74] (pp.74–75). This begins with task clarification and securing task understanding and stretches over coordination and controlling of the work process up to the strategies for contentual understanding, e.g., meaningful reading (“sinnentnehmendes Lesen”; transformative capacity/”transformative Kapazität”, [20] (p. 15); ch. 4.2.). The linguistic and cognitive metasystem [42] (pp. 35–37) and the enhanced language awareness of multilinguals [104] presumably lead to greater linguistic and contentual coherence and thereby a more distinct correctness and a higher number of causal links (Table 3). With regard to the results of the monolingual group in particular, it can be concluded that using multilingual resources in the geography classroom has a positive effect on content-related communicative actions (Table 3, Figure 8 T 1-7 and TM 1-2) and thus supports functional learning (cf. also [80]). Whether advantages are generated for learning the technical language could not be concluded from this study. In the course of this survey, it has, however, become obvious that multilinguality likely has no influence on the construction of multi-causal links—a finding that corresponds with previous studies, where mono-causal links had also been found to be predominant [31,105]. Likewise, the enriching effect of an intercultural grasp on causal links did not come into identifiable effect in the present study. The individual language systems are used according to their functional meaningfulness or caused by a stimulus (trigger-words; [74,82]). Since the given material was only monilingual (German, L 3), the Russian language system was activated merely in a limited scope [76]. Possibly, linguistic and contentual resources were therefore not adequately exploited. Kyrgyz (L 1) was used as a linguistic referential system (“language mode”, ch. 4.2, Figure 7). Code-switching for technical terms and product-oriented communicative actions was founded on
functionally mobilized speech act skills [106] (p. 56). It depended, nevertheless, on the scope of the inter-individual technical register. An explanation for the rarity of contextual discussions might be that the audio recording, in connection with the Kyrgyz error culture, had a significant impact on students’ behavior (reactivity, [98] (p. 371). Long pauses in conversations, the great amount of filling words and conversational particles, obvious unease (side activities, laughter), as well as the little language flow and faltering communication give evidence for avoidance strategies on the one hand and thinking breaks for language shifting on the other (avoidance of efforts, [107] (pp. 8–14)). A clear distinction between the two can hardly be accomplished.

7. Conclusions

This study makes it clear that overcoming the “monolingual habit” (“monolingualer Habitus”; [108] (pp. 30–34)) at schools, in connection with a resource-oriented approach in dealing with multilinguality, has a variety of positive effects on the communicative actions of multilingual students. This has been worked out particularly for geography classes. Free choice of the language supports the use of multilingual resources and strategies (cf. Table 4: permitting multilinguality). Thereby, functional learning—here, specifically, the establishment of causal links—is encouraged and promoted. What is particularly significant is the positive effect of multilingual orality on the increased contextual and linguistic coherence of causal links in geography classes. This is reflected in the multilingual students’ correct lingual representations of functional (geographical) causalities, e.g., by the appropriate choice of syntactical (e.g., sentence types) and lexical (e.g., conjunctions/subjunctions) means. Multilingual content might, especially in the German school sector abroad, allow an effective acquisition of knowledge in regional studies and geography through negotiation processes, speech synthesis and language-mixing. In the German domestic school system, multilinguality might likewise bring about positive effects concerning communicative and inclusive aspects. Pupils with a migrant background and non-German languages of origin in particular may interact and participate in the lesson more actively [84]. Raised participation may increase attention, enhance the chances of their learning success and thus the acquisition of subject-related contextual and linguistic competences. This means, specifically for geography lessons, making the cultural and linguistic heterogeneity an object of learning on the one side and a starting point for learning on the other (cf. Table 4). Using the present cognitive and linguistic resources in a functionally and didactically elaborate manner may thus be applied in a profitable way for obtaining technical competences [43] (pp. 5–8).

A central precondition is a positive attitude of the teacher towards multilingual teaching approaches [109] (pp. 5–6). Duarte [110] (p. 13) recommends teachers to create secure spaces where they experiment with several languages and may functionally operationalize multilingual learning for their own context and their own targets. With reference to Prediger, Uribe & Kuzu [84] (p. 24), different options on how to deal with multilinguality in geography classes have been developed and presented (cf. Table 4). Handling multilinguality in geography classes functionally, i.e., from “allowing multilinguality” to “reflecting on multilinguality” (cf. Table 4), can enable the productive application and promotion of multilingual-communicative competences (MMK) [3] (pp. 321–323). Additionally, it would pose an enriching element to lessons in a multilingual school practice. On the input part, teachers ought to initiate tasks, materials and communication stimuli in such a way as to allow multilingual communication situations or products (cf. Table 4: actions and examples). Aimed didactic application of multilinguality can promote the multilingual competences of students and help to achieve targets in the subject itself (e.g., fostering the understanding of human geographical systems, [43] (p. 14)). This can be accomplished through, e.g., functional valorization of origin-related spatial interpretative schemes, of intercultural knowledge, of diverging construction of meaning within geographical concepts, of available linguistic comparison structures, etc. (Table 4: encouraging multilinguality). According to our findings, multilinguality can improve the quality of students’ addressing of lesson content as well as their interaction in the classroom (cognitive and volitional function). The application of several languages can, beyond this, be used for differentiation
and individual support (scaffolding function, [111] (p. 134)). Potential objections, like that of a lack of control over classroom processes by the teacher or the insufficient target-orientation in students’ work, can be rejected as unjustified, based on present empirical evidence [110] (pp. 12–13). Learning in the target language and technical language can be secured by respective reformulation in German at the end of central lesson sequences, flanked by metalingual phases (epistemic function, Table 4, reflecting multilinguality) [80] (pp. 172–173). There, metacognitive phases seem crucial, enabling the establishment of language awareness related to both technical and target languages. This promotes not only the extension of the technical register but is at the same time a prerequisite for a consolidation of geographical knowledge and thinking. This is because improved linguistic skills allow, after all, more complex contentual and methodical strategies of understanding and thus more profound (geographical) insights [112] (pp. 64–65). This study also reveals that, apart from empirical testing and conceptualization of the possible uses named above, (multilingual) support measures must be developed and scholarly elaborated, aiming at teaching multi-causal, systemic strategies of thinking and their linguistic representation.

Table 4. Multilingualism in geography lessons for the promotion of causal language acts (modified and supplemented after Prediger, Uribe & Kuzu, 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of Use of Multilingual Resources</th>
<th>Dealing with Multilingualism in Geography Lessons</th>
<th>Activities and Examples for the Organization of Multilingual Geography Lessons</th>
<th>Potential for Promoting Causal Language Acts in Geography Lessons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allow Multilinguality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Socio-formal language change Monolingual language tandem in the family language Multilingual group work for processing and solving tasks in geography lessons</td>
<td>Increased interaction as well as content and language negotiation processes Construction of meaning of relevant linguistic means Increased consistency in terms of content and language when establishing causal links Identification of system elements, structure and system interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encourage Multilinguality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate linguistic and cultural diversity for professional learning Expert lecture Work with comparisons based on specific criteria and origin-related experience Spatial analysis bound by cultural perspectives Mental Maps Subjective mapping Reflection on spatial concepts from an intercultural perspective</td>
<td>Construction of meaning of relevant linguistic means Comparison and adjustment of different notions of spatial causality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of Use of Multilingual Resources</td>
<td>Dealing with Multilingualism in Geography Lessons</td>
<td>Activities and Examples for the Organization of Multilingual Geography Lessons</td>
<td>Potential for Promoting Causal Language Acts in Geography Lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of cultural and linguistic comparisons for certain technical terms or geographical concepts or norms/traditions/values as well as their intercultural meanings, effects</td>
<td>Multilingualism as an occasion for reflection on language and concepts Clarification of technical terms (e.g., gentrification, aerosol) and their linguistic origin or comparison of the meaning of technical terms in different languages Comparison of origin-related differences in concepts such as Sustainability Concepts of city Forms of agricultural valorization Family and generative behavior critical reflection of traditions and rules, values and norms</td>
<td>Increased system understanding through the use of origin-related mental spatial concepts and ideas Construction of meaning of relevant linguistic means Activation of knowledge bases coded in other languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted networking of different languages, linguistic registers, forms of presentation as well as basic geographical concepts and subject-specific methods and media</td>
<td>Language mixes, language synthesizations, if necessary admission of own peer-specific languages, with reference to geographical contents, models and concepts Learning picture Sketch Nodes Mystery Living maps/Living diagram Mappings</td>
<td>Construction of meaning of relevant linguistic means Activation of knowledge bases coded in other languages Clarification of system structure and interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilingual teaching material with German language impulses</td>
<td>Language networking and reflection by using authentic material in another language with reference to German terms and concepts Work with maps, magazines, texts in the language of the room example</td>
<td>Construction of meaning of relevant linguistic means Activation of knowledge bases coded in other languages Clarification of system structure and interaction in intercultural contexts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of Use of Multilingual Resources</th>
<th>Dealing with Multilingualism in Geography Lessons</th>
<th>Activities and Examples for the Organization of Multilingual Geography Lessons</th>
<th>Potential for Promoting Causal Language Acts in Geography Lessons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offering Multilinguality</td>
<td>Multilingual teaching material, if necessary, language selection depending on the spatial example and special cultural and linguistic aspects of the geographical topic</td>
<td>Simultaneous multilingualism in language reception Inclusion of geographical media in different languages for information gathering and information analysis Internet research/Web-Quest multilingual excursions</td>
<td>Use of all linguistic resources for the development of causal language actions to obtain information (especially reading, listening)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexible language change by teachers and learners to explain and multi-perspectively view rooms</td>
<td>Simultaneous multilingualism in language production Concept Mapping Arguing in class Square of values</td>
<td>Use of all linguistic resources for the development of causal language actions and construction of complex relationships (especially writing and speaking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting Multilinguality</td>
<td>Metacognitive discourse on subjective effects and potential for elaborating learning strategies and geographical working techniques</td>
<td>Making processes, strategies and experiences of multilingual contexts on the subject of learning</td>
<td>Reflection on own strategies of linking causality Promotion of causal language awareness and a corresponding register of technical language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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